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Background 

 

Delphius Commercial and Industrial Technologies (CIT) has, via a formal tender process, been 

awarded a contract by City Power to use their street light pole infrastructure to house 

telecommunications equipment, for the purpose of generating revenue for the City. Various other 

parties have also been awarded the same tender contract. 

 

These street light pole sites will house the technology solutions belonging to the 

telecommunications operators and will provide residents with 4G enabled services as well as 

overall better voice and data services. The City will in turn generate revenue from the rental of the 

pole and the associated site location, as well as the power supply application, installation and 

delivery. 

 

 

Introduction 

 

The days of cellular communications being a luxury are long gone. In today’s modern era, this 

form of communication is a definite necessity, due mainly to: 

- the lack of fixed line services; 

- the continuous theft of fixed line associated infrastructure; 

- the unreliable and intermittent uptime of fixed line services; 

- the ever increasing mobility requirements; and 

- smart devices as well as other bandwidth hungry applications and services. 

 

Recently the South African consumer has benefited from a more competitive communication 

industry, as prices have declined drastically. This, together with the advances in technology, has 

resulted in consumers demanding more bandwidth and more effective and efficient service 

delivery. Operators now, on average, have to accommodate and support four times more traffic 

on the same networks, with the same radio spectrum. The result is that networks have to be 

expanded through additional infrastructure to bolster this growing demand. 

 



Failure to expand the networks has a detrimental impact on quality of service and network 

integrity becomes compromised. This has become a major concern to both telecommunications 

operators as well as residents in various suburbs in and around Johannesburg. This has led to an 

urgent requirement to deploy technology, enabling consumers to experience better voice and data 

connectivity and services. Through this project, consumers should ultimately experience 

increased performance when utilising Wi-Fi, home automation connectivity, video conferencing, 

video viewing, general internet and other bandwidth intensive services. Furthermore, residents 

can benefit from other services attached to the pole infrastructure, such as security cameras and 

additional lighting requirements. 

 

In order to address the network quality concerns and meet the growing demands of residents, 

Delphius CIT will be rolling out infrastructure, in various Johannesburg suburbs, on behalf of the 

telecommunications operators. The existing City Power street light pole infrastructure and sites 

will be modified or upgraded and utilised to house the relevant technology. 

 

 

The Process and Solution 

 

The process and solution can best be summarised as follows: 

- Delphius CIT intends to fully comply with all the applicable regulations governing the 

deployment of the relevant infrastructure; 

- the Delphius CIT solution is a rapid deployment solution, minimising on-site time; 

- the current City Power street light pole will generally be replaced by a fit-for-purpose 

pole and accompanying equipment shelter; 

- the equipment shelter is vandal resistant and all equipment and electrical connections 

are securely housed inside; 

- this street pole site will house the telecommunication equipment, including the 

antennas, radio equipment and battery back-up system; 

- where street lighting was previously supplied via the street pole, such lighting would 

again be installed; 

- power will be supplied to the site from an existing City Power feed; 

- fibre or microwave backhaul transmission may be connected; 

- modern networks are more granular, thus a much smaller coverage footprint is a design 

requirement and benefit; 

- the idea is to deliver similar base-station capacity, but to a smaller number of users. 

Thus, the available capacity is shared by less users, therefore improving services. 

Covering less users via a smaller coverage footprint, means that there is little need for 

the tall towers seen in the past, which is difficult to deploy through lengthy permitting 



processes. In line with global trends, the solution is to build what is termed as “small 

cells”; and 

- these small cell street pole sites have a coverage radius of between 400 and 600 

meters and the number of poles that will be installed will depend on customer density 

and required capacity in a specific area. 

 

 

Following, two typical site configurations illustrated. 

 

 

 

Governance Guidelines 

 

The implementation of the project is in accordance with the City of Johannesburg by-laws 

governing the deployment of related infrastructure. Other applicable legal requirements and 

regulations or agreed procedures will also be complied with. 

 

Radio frequency exposure from Telecommunication operators’ network facilities, is monitored on 

an ongoing basis and is well below independently and scientifically agreed public health and 

safety guidelines, as recommended by the World Health Organisation and the Department of 

Health. We would like to confirm compliance of the solution with health and safety standards as 

cited by ICNIRP “International Commission for Non-Ionizing Radiation Protection”. Exposure to 

base station EMF at ground level is typically in the range of 0.001 – 10% of guideline limits as 

stated by ICNIRP. 



The network will be deployed in various Johannesburg suburbs and the need for deployment will 

be governed by the areas where coverage and capacity improvement are required. Deployment 

will be executed in phases, with volumes which could total 200, across various suburbs before 

year end. The number or frequency of poles will be dependent on coverage radius, customer 

density and the specific capacity requirements per area. 

 

The street pole sites and the associated infrastructure have been designed to be aesthetically 

pleasing with minimal environmental impact. On-site activities are reduced to a minimum and sites 

are maintained to a practicable level of hygiene and cleanliness and restored to their original 

condition following completion of works. 

 

 

Conclusion 

 

Cellular communications is a modern necessity and the need to expand the associated networks to 

meet consumer demand and satisfaction, is a reality. Both telecommunications operators as well 

as residents in various suburbs in and around Johannesburg, are concerned regarding the quality 

of the network, and this has led to an urgent requirement to deploy technology, enabling 

consumers to experience better voice and data connectivity and services. 

 

Similar base-station capacity will be delivered but to a smaller number of users. This technology to 

be installed, negates the need for the tall unsightly towers seen in the past. The solution is the 

build of “small cells”. These small cell street pole sites and the associated infrastructure have 

been designed to be rapidly deployed, aesthetically pleasing and with minimal environmental 

impact. 

 

The immediate and future benefits to consumers, the City and other stakeholders are numerous. 

The expansion of the cellular communications network in and around Johannesburg is sure to 

support the current and anticipated growth and prosperity initiatives in place. 


